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Excitonic ions and pseudopotentials in two-dimensional systems:
Evidence for quantum Hall states of anX2 gas
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Systems of up to 12 electrons and six holes on the Haldane sphere are studied by exact numerical diago-
nalization. The low-lying states of the system involve bound excitonic complexes such asXn

2 . The angular
momenta of these complexes and the pseudopotentials describing their interaction are determined. The simi-
larity to the electron pseudopotential suggests the possibility of incompressible ground states of a gas ofX2

ions for n<1/3. Then51/3 states of three and fourX2’s are found.@S0163-1829~99!07639-0#
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I. INTRODUCTION

In a quasi-two-dimensional system in a strong dc m
netic field, a pair of electrons (e2) and a valence-band hol
(h1) can form a spin-triplet negatively charged excit
(X2).1–4 This state has lower energy than the multiplicati
state predicted by hidden symmetry,5 which consists of a
neutral exciton~X! in its ground state and an unbound fr
electron. At sufficiently high fields, it also has lower ener
than the extensively studied6 spin-singletX2. Generally, in
the system of electrons and holes confined to their low
~spin-polarized! Landau levels, the only bound complex
areX and charged multiexciton complexes, or excitonic io
Xn

2 (n51,2, . . . ). Moreover, eachXn
2 ion has only one

bound state, and the binding energy,DX
n
25EX

n21
2 1EX

2EX
n
2, quickly decreases with increasingn. The X2 and

larger ions Xn
2 are long-lived4,7 composite particles with

mass and charge; therefore, their lowest-energy states fo
degenerate Landau level.2 It seems plausible that such com
posite particles could form Laughlin8 incompressible ground
states at particular values of magnetic field.9 An intriguing
question is whether they would exhibit the fractional qua
tum Hall effect10 in the thermodynamic limit.

In this paper we study by exact numerical diagonalizat
the energy spectra of small systems containingNh holes and
Ne electrons, confined to the surface of a Haldane sphere11 of
radius R and monopole strength 2S(hc/e). From our nu-
merical results we are able to determine the angular mom
tum l A of the composite particles (A5e2, X2, X2

2 , etc.!
and the pseudopotentialsVAB(L) describing the interaction
of any pairAB as a function of the pair angular momentu
L. At sufficiently large values ofSand small values ofL, i.e.,
at large averageAB distance, the pseudopotentials of all pa
are very similar and can be well approximated by those o
pair of electrons~point particles! with individual angular mo-
mental A and l B . However, ifA or B is a composite particle
PRB 600163-1829/99/60~16!/11661~5!/$15.00
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the maximum allowed pair angular momentum~related to
the minimum allowed averageAB distance! is smaller than
that of two point particles with angular momental A and l B .
This is equivalent to a ‘‘hard-core’’ repulsion, effectivel
raising one or more highest pseudopotential parameter
infinity. Knowing binding energies and angular momenta
the composite particles and theVX2X2(L) pseudopotential,
allows us to use the composite fermion~CF! picture12 to
predict the lowest-lying band of angular momentum mult
lets of a system ofX2 particles for various values of th
magnetic fieldB5(\c/eR2)S. These predictions are com
pared to exact numerical results for the six-electron–thr
hole and eight-electron–four-hole systems at 2S<12, and
the agreement is found to be good. For larger system
becomes difficult to carry out exact numerical diagonaliz
tion in terms of the individual electrons and holes, but t
lowest-lying band of states will consist ofX2’s interacting
through the pseudopotentialVX2X2(L), which can be
handled numerically.

II. MODEL

The single-particle states on the Haldane sphere are ca
monopole harmonics.13 They are labeled by angular mome
tum l>S and its projectionm. The (2S11)-fold degenerate
lowest Landau level consists of thel 5S multiplet. The char-
acteristic wave-function length scale is the magnetic len
l (R25Sl2).

The Hamiltonian of an interacting system ofNe electrons
and Nh holes in the lowest Landau level contains the co
stant cyclotron energy and thee-e, e-h, andh-h Coulomb
interactions~for the matrix elements see Ref. 14!. The Hil-
bert space ofe-h states is spanned by single-particle co
figurations classified by the total angular momentum proj
tion M. The eigenstates, obtained through numeri
diagonalization of the many-body Hamiltonian in theM
11 661 ©1999 The American Physical Society
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eigensubspaces, fall into degenerate total angular momen
~L! multiplets.

Because of the hidden symmetry5 due to symmetrice-e,
e-h, andh-h interactions, the numberNX of decoupled ex-
citons is another good quantum number labeling many-b
e-h states. The states withNX50 are called nonmultiplica-
tive, and the states withNX.0 are multiplicative. The mul-
tiplicative states are obtained by addition of a zero angu
momentum exciton into the eigenstate of ane-h system with
one lesse-h pair.

III. TWO-ELECTRON –ONE-HOLE SYSTEM

In Fig. 1 we show the energy spectrum~in magnetic units!
of a system of two electrons and one hole at 2S510 as a
function of the total angular momentumL. The lowest-
energy state atL5S is the multiplicative state with one neu
tral exciton in its l X50 ground state and one electron
angular momentuml e5S. Only one state of lower energ
occurs in the spectrum. It appears atL5S21 and corre-
sponds to the only bound state of the negatively char
exciton X2.9 The value of theX2 angular momentum,l X2

5S21, can be understood by noticing that the lowe
energy single-particle configuration of two electrons and o
hole is the ‘‘compact droplet,’’ in which the two electron
have z component of angular momentumm5S and m5S
21, and the hole hasm52S, giving M5S21.

As marked with lines in Fig. 1, unbound states above
multiplicative state form bands, which arise from thee-h
interaction and are separated by gaps associated with
characteristic excitation energies of ane-h pair ~the e-h
pseudopotential, i.e., the energy spectrum of an exciton
shown in the inset!. These bands are rather well approx
mated by the expectation values of the total (e-e and e-h)
interaction energy, calculated in the eigenstates of thee-h
interaction alone~without e-e interaction!.

FIG. 1. Energy spectrum of two electrons and one hole atS
510. Inset: energy spectrum of an electron-hole pair.
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IV. FOUR-ELECTRON –TWO-HOLE SYSTEM

In Fig. 2 we display the energy spectrum of a system
four electrons and two holes at 2S515. The states marked
by open and solid circles are multiplicative~containing one
or more decoupledX’s! and nonmultiplicative states, respe
tively. ForL,10 there are four rather well defined low-lyin
bands. Two of them begin atL50. The lower of these con
sists of twoX2 ions interacting through a pseudopotent
VX2X2(L). The upper band consists of states containing t
decoupled X’s plus two electrons interacting throug
Ve2e2(L). The band that begins atL51 consists of oneX
plus anX2 and an electron interacting throughVe2X2(L),
while the band that starts atL52 consists of anX2

2 interact-
ing with a free electron.

Remember thatl e5S, l X25S21, and l X
2
25S22, and

that decoupled excitons do not carry angular moment
( l X50). For a pair of identical fermions of angular mome
tum l, the allowed values of the pair angular momentum
L52l 2 j , where j is an odd integer. For a pair of distin
guishable particles with angular momental A andl B , the total
angular momentum satisfiesu l A2 l Bu<L< l A1 l B . The states
containing two free electrons and two decoupled neutral
citons fit exactly the pseudopotential for a pair of electrons
2S515; the maximum pair angular momentum isLmax514
as expected. The states containing twoX2’s terminate atL
510. Since theX2’s are fermions, one would have expecte
a state atLmax52lX221512. This state is missing in Fig. 2
By studying 2X2 states for low values ofS, we surmise that
the state withL5Lmax does not occur because of the fini
size of theX2. Large pair angular momentum corresponds
the small average distance, and twoX2’s in the state with
Lmax would be too close to one another for the boundX2’s to
remain stable. We can think of this as a ‘‘hard-core’’ repu
sion for L5Lmax. Effectively, the corresponding pseudop

FIG. 2. Energy spectrum of four electrons and two holes atS
515. Open circles, multiplicative states; solid circles, nonmultip
cative states; triangles, squares, and diamonds, approximate ps
potentials.
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tential parameterVX2X2(Lmax) is infinite. In a similar way,
Ve2X2(L) is effectively infinite for L5Lmax514, and
Ve2X

2
2(L) is infinite for L5Lmax513.15

Once the maximum allowed angular momenta for all fo
pairingsAB are established, all four bands in Fig. 2 can
roughly approximated by the pseudopotentials of a pair
electrons~point charges! with angular momental A and l B ,
shifted by the binding energies of appropriate composite p
ticles. For example, theX2-X2 band is approximated by th
e2-e2 pseudopotential forl 5 l X25S21 plus twice theX2

energy. The agreement is demonstrated in Fig. 2, where
squares, diamonds, and two kinds of triangles approxim
the four bands in the four-electron–two-hole spectrum. T
fit of the diamonds to the actualX2-X2 spectrum is quite
good for L,10. The fit of thee2-X2 squares to the ope
circle multiplicative states is reasonably good forL,12, and
the e2-X2

2 triangles fit their solid circle nonmultiplicative
states rather well forL,11. At sufficiently large separation
~low L), the repulsion between ions is weaker than th
binding, and the bands for distinct charge configurations
not overlap.

V. MANY X2 SYSTEM

We know from exact diagonalization calculations for
to 11 electrons14,16 that the CF picture correctly predicts th
low-lying states of the fractional quantum Hall systems. T
reason for this success has been shown16 to be the ability of
the electrons in states of low total angular momentum
avoid large fractional parentage17 from pair states associate
with large repulsive values of the Coulomb pseudopoten
Ve2e2(L). In particular, for the Laughlinne51/3 state, the
fractional parentage from pair states with the pair angu
momentum ofLmax vanishes. We hypothesize that the sa
effect should occur for a system ofX2’s when l e5S is re-
placed byl X25S21. Defining the effectiveX2 filling factor
of the NX2 system at the monopole strength of 2S as
nX2(N,S)5ne(N,S21), we expect the occurrence of in
compressibleL50 ground states of charged excitons at
Laughlin and Jain fractions fornX2<1/3. States withnX2

.1/3 cannot be constructed because they have some
tional parentage from pair angular momentumLmax, which is
essentially infinite due to the hard-core repulsion.

In Fig. 3 we present numerical results for a system of
electrons and three holes, for values of 2S58 and 2S511.
Both multiplicative ~open circles! and nonmultiplicative
~solid circles! states are shown in frames~a! and ~c!. In
frames~b! and~d! only the non-multiplicative states are plo
ted, together with the approximate spectra marked with la
open symbols. The approximate spectra are obtained by
agonalizing the system of three negatively charged parti
with the actual pseudopotentials~see Fig. 2!, appropriate to
the three possible groupings of six electrons and three h
into three ions: X2-X2-X2 ~diamonds!, e2-X2-X2

2

~squares!, ande2-e2-X3
2 ~triangles!.

Good agreement between the exact and approximate s
tra in Figs. 3~b! and 3~d! allows identification of the three ion
states in the spectrum and confirms our conjecture abou
compressible states of a gas ofX2’s for nX2<1/3. States
corresponding to different groupings form bands. The ba
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overlap slightly at higherL, but at lowL they are separated
by gaps reflecting different energies of ions in differe
groupings. The lowest-energy state within each band co
sponds to the three ions moving as far from each othe
possible~maximally avoiding high pair angular momenta!. If
the ion-ion repulsion energies were equal for all groupings~a
good approximation for dilute systems!, the two higher
bands would lie above dashed lines, marking the grou
state energy plus the appropriate difference in binding en
gies. The low-lying multiplicative states in Figs. 3~a! and
3~c! can also be identified as three ion states and fall i
following bands: 3X-e2-e2-e2, 2X-e2-e2-X2,
X-e2-e2-X2

2 , andX-e2-X2-X2, whose bottom edges ca
be estimated based on binding energies. The bands of t
ion states are separated by a rather large gap from all o
states, which involve excitation and breakup of compos
particles.

It follows from above discussion that the energy spectr
of Ne electrons andNh holes contains well-developed low
energy bands of states containing particular combination
bound charged composite particles~ions! and decoupled ex-
citons. The relative position of bands is governed by
binding energies of ions. TheXn

2 binding energy decrease
sufficiently quickly with increasingn, that if Ne52Nh , the
lowest band consists only of states ofNh identicalX2 ions.

Knowing that the lowest-lying states in Fig. 3 conta
threeX2’s ~states approximated by the diamonds! and using
the arguments on the correspondence between theNe2 sys-
tem at the monopole strength 2S and theNX2 system at
2(S21), we can make the following identification:~i! The
lowest-energy state at 2S58 is an L50 incompressible
ground state of threeX2’s corresponding tonX251/3. In
fact, this is the only state of threeX2’s for this value of 2S
~other states of threeX2’s are forbidden by the hard-cor

FIG. 3. Energy spectra of six electrons and three holes atS
58 and 11. Open circles, multiplicative states; solid circles, n
multiplicative states; triangles, squares, and diamonds, approxim
spectra; dashed lines, estimated lower bounds of spectra give
triangles and squares.
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repulsion!. Note that it occurs at a magnetic field that
larger by 1/3 than that for Laughlinn51/3 state of three
electrons.~ii ! The lowest-energy state at 2S511 corresponds
to one quasielectron withl QE53/2 in the n51/5 Laughlin
state and thus can be thought of as one quasi-X2 in the
nX251/5 state.

The largest systems for which we performed exact ca
lations are the six-electron–three-hole and eight-electr
four-hole systems at the values of 2S up to 12 ~Laughlin
nX251/5 state of threeX2’s and one quasi-X2-hole in the
nX251/3 state of fourX2’s, respectively!. In each case the
CF picture applied to theX2 particles works well. For large
systems the exact diagonalization becomes quite diffic
For example, for the twelve-electron–six-hole system,
expect thenX251/3, 2/7, 2/9, and 1/5 incompressible stat
to occur at 2S517, 21, 23, and 27, respectively. Unfortu
nately, the exact diagonalization of this 18-particle system
such values of 2S is beyond our current computer capabilit
However, we managed to extrapolate theVX2X2(L) pseudo-
potential making use of its very regular dependence onS
and use it to determine approximate bands of 6X2 states.
The spectra obtained in this way are shown as the s
circles in Fig. 4. At 2S517 @Fig. 4~a!#, the only state of the
6X2 charge configuration is theL50 ground state; highe
configurations are forbidden by the hard core ofVX2X2(L) at
L514. The low-lying states of the neighboring charge co
figurations,X-5X2-e2 andX2

2-4X2-e2, are shown as open
circles and open squares, respectively. These are obta
using the appropriate pseudopotentialsVAB(L) and binding
energies, and the results demonstrate that the energie
charge configurations other than sixX2 ions are separate
from its L50 ground state by a gap. At 2S523 and 27
@Figs. 4~b! and 4~c!#, all features predicted by the CF pictu
occur.

Note also that the number ofNX2 states lying below
higher bands, corresponding to other combinations of i
~below dashed lines in Fig. 4!, increases whennX2 de-
creases. This is because the ion binding energies increas
the ion-ion repulsion energy decreases when the magn
field increases. At sufficiently lownX2, a significant low-
energy part of the spectrum remains unaffected by the p
sibility of appearance of other combination of ions.

VI. CONCLUSION

The low-lying states of a spin-polarized system of ele
trons and holes involve bound composite particles (X, X2,
ys
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2), and a gas ofX2 ions can form Laughlin incom-

pressible states fornX2<1/3. We find that these charge
complexes remain stable for a separationd between electron
and hole layers up to at least 0.7l, and that theVX2X2

pseudopotential increases withd for d,0.7l, which further
stabilizes theX2 Laughlin ground states fornX2<1/5. A
clear signature of theX2 will be visible in the photolumi-
nescence spectrum; however, systems containing a ga
both electrons andX2 ions must be analyzed. These resu
will be reported in a subsequent publication.
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FIG. 4. Approximate 6X2 bands~solid circles! in the spectra of
twelve electrons and six holes at 2S517, 23, and 27. Open symbol
at 2S517-X-5X2-e2 and X2

2-4X2-e2 higher bands. Horizonta
lines, estimated lower bounds of higher bands.
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